
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby Berowra Eagles U8 RED VS Westbrook U8 Blue  
ROUND nine 16/6/19 
VENUE: Mike Kenny Oval, Cherrybrook 

 
Game day report 

For the first time in their footy careers our troops were introduced to good old wet weather footy. With the rain 
pumping down throughout the entire game the kids battled through the challenges that come with wet weather 
footy but adapted to the conditions remarkably well.  
 

We started off a little slow with two unanswered goals in the first quarter however once the kids warmed up they 
kicked into gear and executed the basic fundamentals they have learnt at training which include getting first to the 
ball, keeping their feet, kicking long to forward line and defending using our blocking tactic.  
 

The game provided us with an opportunity to rotate players into all different positions which highlighted some key 
performances. Stand outs include Andrew, August, Harrison and Logan who all showed both exceptional 
commitment and outstanding team work throughout the game. 
 
I was especially proud of Harrison who really stepped up and show his true ability to attack the ball, run into space 
and kick long to team mates. An exceptional contributor to the team who is improving every week. I should also 
highlight the youngest player on the field Lachlan Livy who was a fill in for the day. Lachlan showed courage and 
commitment to win the ball on numerous occasions throughout the first 3 quarters of the game. Quarter four 
however was filled with the distraction of puddle jumping which put a smile on the face of both Lochy and myself. 
 
I am really happy with our progress as a team and look forward to the second half of the season. 
 

Goals:  Andrew (2), August (2), Malachy (1), Logan (2) and Finn (1) 

 

Report by:   Brent Livy (coach) 

 

    

 
   

 


